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BeaconMedæs provides equipment for major university
research laboratory in USA
BeaconMedæs, part of the Atlas Copco Group, is providing $450,000 worth of
equipment to a major US university for a new research laboratory.
BeaconMedæs was the top choice for a major university’s 240,000 square foot research
lab.
The university’s master plan includes the research lab, a new medical school, a new $295
million teaching hospital that will be operated by a local hospital, and a 200,000 square
foot medical office building to be located on a single campus.
BeaconMedæs is providing $450,000 worth of equipment to the research lab, a project
that came to us due to our reputation and relationship with the engineer and contractor,
said Melody Miller, National Sales Manager for BeaconMedæs.
“BeaconMedæs’ long history of providing equipment for university laboratories played a
key role in the selection of BeaconMedæs to work with the design team for this project,”
she said.
The primary goals of the research lab are to focus on Pediatric Cancer, Pediatric
Nutrition, and Neurodevelopmental Disorders and other topics related to these target
areas, Miller said.
The project calls for a BeaconMedæs Z-med system, Lab Claw vacuum system, a Claw
MedVac system, some Medical Gas Pipeline equipment, and 53 PDC manifolds for
laboratory.
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Atlas Copco is a world leading provider of industrial productivity solutions. The products and services range from
compressed air and gas equipment, generators, construction and mining equipment, industrial tools and assembly
systems, to related aftermarket and rental. In close cooperation with customers and business partners, and with 136
years of experience, Atlas Copco innovates for superior productivity. Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, the
Group’s global reach spans more than 160 markets. In 2008, Atlas Copco had 34 000 employees and revenues of BSEK
74 (BEUR 7.7). Learn more at www.atlascopco.com.
BeaconMedæs is a global leader providing complete medical gas solutions, including medical air, medical vacuum,
gas distribution equipment and pipeline components. BeaconMedæs has several assembly facilities plus an extensive
sales and service presence throughout the world. In July 2006, BeaconMedæs was acquired by Atlas Copco and has
since become the global competence center for medical solutions within Atlas Copco. More information on
BeaconMedæs can be found at www.beaconmedaes.com
Medical Gas Solutions is a division within Atlas Copco’s Compressor Technique business area. It develops,
manufactures and markets medical gas equipment, including medical air and vacuum plants, manifolds and pipeline
components as well as filtration solutions worldwide. Products are offered under several brands. Production facilities
are situated in China, India, Belgium, United Kingdom, Italy and USA. The divisional headquarter is located in Rock
Hill, USA.
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